CaSm-mediated cellular transformation is associated with altered gene expression and messenger RNA stability.
CaSm (cancer-associated Sm-like) was originally identified based on elevated expression in pancreatic cancer and in several cancer-derived cell lines. CaSm encodes a 133 amino acid protein that contains two Sm motifs found in the common small nuclear RNA proteins and the LSm (like-Sm) family of proteins. Compared with normal human prostate tissue and primary prostate epithelial cells, some primary prostate tumors and prostate cancer-derived cell lines have elevated CaSm expression. Expression of antisense CaSm RNA in DU145 cells results in reduced CaSm protein levels and less transformed phenotype, measured by anchorage-independent growth in vitro and tumor formation in severe combined immunodeficient mice in vivo. Additional data shows that adenoviral delivery of antisense CaSm inhibits the growth of prostate cancer cell lines by altering cell cycle progression, and is associated with reduced expression of cyclin B1 and CDK1 proteins. Consistent with failure of antisense-treated cells to enter mitosis, microarray analysis identified altered expression of NEK2 and nucleophosmin/B23. Although the mechanisms by which CaSm contributes to neoplastic transformation and cellular proliferation are unknown, it has been shown that the yeast homologue (spb8/LSm1) of CaSm is required for 5' to 3' degradation of specific mRNAs. We provide data consistent with a similar role for CaSm in human cells, supporting the hypothesis that elevated CaSm expression observed in cancer leads to destabilization of multiple gene transcripts, contributing to the mutator phenotype of cancer cells.